This paper describes the participation of the SINAI-DL team at Task 5 in SemEval 2019, called HatEval. We have applied some classic neural network layers, like word embeddings and LSTM, to build a neural classifier for both proposed tasks. Due to the small amount of training data provided compared to what is expected for an adequate learning stage in deep architectures, we explore the use of paraphrasing tools as source for data augmentation. Our results show that this method is promising, as some improvement has been found over nonaugmented training sets.
Introduction
We have participated in SemEval 2019 Task 5, named HatEval (Basile et al., 2019) , which encourage participants to identify hate speech in tweets. The small amount of training data provided makes difficult to train a deep architecture, so strategies like transfer learning and data augmentation are explored in our work. A trained model for word embeddings in the two languages targeted by the tasks have been considered as transfer learning approach. Paraphrasing the tweets has also been tested for data augmentation, doubling the number of tweets available for training the network.
Our results are promising for English, but no improvements have been found for Spanish. Further analysis on the results and the quality of the paraphrasing tools used is needed, but the scores obtained in English encourage us to consider paraphrasing as a promising help in deep learning for natural language processing.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the two main strategies used to train the neural network: data augmentation and transfer learning. In Section 3, task data is analyzed in order to define hyperparameters values. Section 4 describes the neural network architecture applied.
Section 6 gives more details on the paraphrasing approach used to generate more training data. Experiments and results are given in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 closes the contribution with some conclusions and proposals for future work.
Data augmentation and transfer learning
Nowadays, deep neural architectures are populating the scientific playground in many scenarios: image recognition speech recognition (Graves et al., 2013) and synthesis (Ze et al., 2013) , and, of course, text classification (Zhang et al., 2015) . But these supervised learning algorithms demands for valid use different requirements that sometimes are difficult to meet. One of the most difficult to overcame in some cases is the need for a large and varied learning dataset. When there is lack of data, two main strategies can be followed: transfer learning and data augmentation.
Transfer learning. This approach proposes to train the network on different task that is learned over a large set of available data of similar nature. For example, train a language model over a Wikipedia dump. Then, last layers can be replaced by those that fit the target task, for instance, sentiment analysis, and then trained on the limited dataset for that task.
Data augmentation. This approach is commonly used in image recognition, by applying different transformations over training images (rotation, shearing, blurring, mirroring...) . In this way, we can augment the size of the training data in several orders of magnitude, making the learning process more feasible and robust.
We will use both of them in our system for hate speech detection.
Data analysis
Organizers provided data consisting of a set of tweets annotated as hateful (1) or not hateful (0) -HS label-, with a person (1) or group (0) as target -TR label-and as aggresive (1) or not aggresive (0) -AG label-. The distribution of tweets per language and dataset is shown in Table 1 .
Language Train
Dev Test Total EN 9,000 1,000 3,000 13,000 ES 4,500 500 1,600 6,600 We analyzed training and development data to see whether the distribution of labels were similar, obtaining a positive result, which is desirable to guarantee the validity of the model fit. Figure 1 presents ring charts corresponding to the relative values of labels distribution across samples and datasets. Labels are represented using a binary codification of HS, TR and AG annotations. For example, 111 codification corresponds to hateful tweets towards a person and with aggressive content. In addition, we also analyzed the length of the tweets to decide which window size to use in our experiments. For this, a cumulative histogram for each dataset was generated according to different tweet lengths in order to select a size that would cover a high rate of tweets.
The sizes that cover 80 % and 90 % of tweets are summarize in Table 2 4. Fourth layer: last classification layer, with 3 activations on the sigmoid function, as we are in a multi-label classification task.
The model has been trained with the hyperparameters values specified in Table 3 .
The text have been preprocessed as follows:
1. Lower case is applied.
2. Hashtags are splitted into several tokens according to a camel case approach. For example, "#MeToo" is converted into the terms "<BOH>me too <EOH>". 3. Mentions are replaced by the token <MENTION>.
4. Unknown terms (those not found in the embedding dictionary) are replaced by the token <UNK>.
A final token
<EOT> is added at the end of the tweet.
Transfer learning
We have taken already trained word embeddings for the first layer, allowing the weights of the these foreign models to get retrained during the learning process. We have used pre-trained GloVe (Global Vectors for Word Representation) models (Pennington et al., 2014) for the to targeted languages, English 2 and Spanish 3 . These are the models of word embeddings that we have transferred to the first layer in our architecture:
For English we have used the weights from the GloVe Twitter model provided by the Stanford NLP Group, which is built over 2 billion tweets (27B tokens, 1. 2M vocab, uncased, 1.42 GB download) .
For For Spanish we have downloaded the GloVe model of the Spanish Billion Word Corpus (Cardellino, 2016) , which generated 855,380 vectors of 300 dimensions.
Although FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017 ) is considered the state-of-the-art for word embeddings representation, as it considers character ngrams instead of whole word forms, we have opted for GloVe due to the amount of available pretrained models.
Data augmentation
The main problem with the dataset mentioned in the previous section is that there is a strong class imbalance between the samples with labels "000" and the samples with a different labeling. As Figure 1 illustrates, most of the samples were labeled as not hateful tweets towards a group and with not aggressive content, meaning that this class is highly dominated. Class imbalance introduces two key limitations: firstly, significant differences between accuracy and recall for some classes; and secondly, many machine learning models are prone to overfit on the majority class.
There are a number of ways to counter class imbalance, such as down-sampling the majority class, up-sampling the minority, and other hybrid solutions.
For each tweet, our system expand the information using paraphrasing. To express the same message with different words, we applied a online tool like RewriterTools 4 . For instance, the paraphrase of the tweet "EU's hailed migrant plan 'a road to Hell' Czech Republic refuses involvement" was "EU's hailed migrant layout 'a avenue to Hell' Czech Republic refuses involvement".
Different configurations were created with the test data and the system, with the aim of obtaining results and analyzing the behavior of the different modules.
Experiments and results
We have performed several experiments to find good hyperparameters, but also evaluated the two main strategies proposed in our approach: transfer learning and data augmentation. In order to verify how transfer learning is good enough, i.e. how the predefined weights for GloVe could be further adjusted or not, we have checked the performance of the model trained on the official training set and evaluated on the development dataset on. Results in Table 4 shows that a small but consistent improvement is obtained if weights can be readjusted.
Next, we have empirically evaluated how paraphrasing helps to produce a better model or not. On these experiments the embeddings are always trainable. The paraphrasing tools allowed us to double the number of tweets in the training dataset. Thus, for English we have 18,000 tweets and Table 5 : Experiments on data augmentation 9,000 for Spanish. Table 5 shows the results obtained. Here different effects are noticiable. For English a slight improvement on macro F-Score metric is reported, and for Spanish the effect is very negative.
We have submitted predictions on the test set on models trained only on task B, so for task A we have submitted only predicted labels for HS column. For English, the training data has been the augmented official training set with paraphrased tweets. For Spanish, only the training tweets provided by the organizers have been used to produce the model. The official results obtained in this task are shown in Table 6 8 Conclusions and future work Our proposal explores how transferred embeddings and data augmentation may help in a text classification task like HatEval. Paraphrashing does not report clear benefits. This can be due to the quality of the paraphrasing and the fact that new generated tweets are not very realistic. Other augmentation strategies could be explored, like forward-backward translation. We have found also the models trained exhibits high variance. That means that we are overfitting the model on training data, so despite the use of the dropout technique, early stopping, fewer parameters or more training data could help to produce a more robuts model. Another possible improvement is on how final labels are decided. Our system takes the final outputs of the last sigmoid layer as probabilities, so when the value is higher than 0.5 for a class, then the label is 1, 0 otherwise. We could try to set the thresholds using a SVM classifier on this sigmoid vector.
